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INTRODUCTION

Vocal capabilities vary among persons, depending on individual laryngeal
anatomy, as well as physical and physiological conditions. This variation
presents a continuum from poor to excellent vocal function. In order to place a
given voice along this continuum some quantitative measures of vocal function
have to be used. Two conveniently measurable quantities, substantially
characterizing the acoustic output of the voice, are Sound Pressure Level (SPL)
and fundamental frequency (F ). Plotting minimum and maximum SPL along a0

person's frequency range, the voice range profile (phonetogram) can be
determined (1-3). The resulting phonetogram exhibits the vocal capabilities of
a person and provides information on the possibilities of the voice source, as
well as the selective amplification of the vocal tract (4-7).

To evaluate vocal function it is necessary to have normative data on human
vocal capabilities. Such data, as displayed in a phonetogram, appear to be
scarce (8,9). These data are necessary for qualifying vocal function. A key to
the establishment of normative databases is the use of clearly defined criteria
for the inclusion of subjects. Such clearly defined criteria will also allow the
creation of subsets of databases. 
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One obvious criterion for a subset is gender, since a number of studies have
established the basic difference in laryngeal anatomy and physiology between
men and women (10-12). Another criterion is vocal training. Studies have
shown, for example, the different way singers adjust the vertical larynx
position compared to untrained subjects (13), and the specific respiratory
movements singers apply during the act of singing (14). Trained subjects, who
are accustomed to exploiting more fully their dynamic and pitch ranges, might
be expected to produce phonetograms with larger capacities. If this is indeed
the case the results of the trained group might give a perspective on the
interpretation of the poor to excellent continuum, offering information about
the excellent side of this continuum.

In this study normative data of phonetograms are established for untrained,
as well as trained, male and female subjects. Gender-related differences will be
analyzed along with differences related to vocal training. Finally, phonetogram
variables that best distinguish between the trained and the untrained will be
determined.

METHODS
Subjects

A total of 224 Dutch untrained and trained subjects of both genders,
categorized accordingly into 4 groups, were investigated. The untrained
subjects were recruited from groups of students and volunteers without vocal
complaints or history of vocal pathology. The group consisted of 92 females
and 47 males. The mean age for the female subjects in this subgroup was 20.3
years, ranging from 17 to 44, while the mean age for the male subjects was 25.0
years, ranging from 17 to 35. 

42 female and 43 male subjects with a minimum of two years of vocal
training served as another group. The vocal training could either consist of
singing in a choir that organized conducted rehearsals with a minimum
frequency of once a week, or receiving individual singing lessons with a
similar minimum frequency. The mean age of the female trained group was 35.1
years, ranging from 18 to 59, and the mean age of the male subjects was 47.5
years, ranging from 21 to 75.

Equipment
Phonetograms were registered in a sound treated room with 'living room

acoustics' (15), using an FST-II phonetometer. This equipment consists of an
Atari ST computer, additional hardware, application software and a Monacor ®

omnidirectional dynamic microphone. During operation the computer screen
shows the template of a phonetogram. Sound Pressure Level is measured with a
"fast" sound level meter, containing a dB(A) weighting network (high pass to
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reduce measuring low frequency noise). A mouse connected to the computer
moves an arrow on the screen. Pressing the left mouse button, the location of
this arrow along the frequency scale determines the pitch of a vowel-like tone,
which is used as a prompt tone for the subject. Pressing the right button, the
intensity level produced is captured and a cross appears on the screen at the
selected frequency and measured SPL. After mapping the whole frequency
range for minimum and maximum sound intensities the phonetogram points are
stored on diskette. A phonetogram is created by connecting the points with line
segments.

All phonetograms were registered by two investigators, both familiar with
the equipment and phonetographic procedure, and having had adequate
musical training and experience. In a few test sessions they were trained to use
a standard set of instructions for the subjects. Subjects from the four groups
were randomly assigned to the two investigators.

Phonetographic procedure
Phonetography recommendations by the UEP were followed (15). The

direction and distance (30 cm) of the subject's mouth to the microphone was
carefully controlled during the procedure. The subjects were tested using the
vowel /a/. Phonetogram points were collected, starting the acquisition at the
mean speaking fundamental frequency, followed by the low frequencies and
ending with high frequencies. The mean speaking fundamental frequency was
determined by asking the subjects to count from one to ten. Then the
investigator's imitation of that frequency was measured with the phonetometer.
A reproducible phonation at a given frequency with a minimum phonation time
of one second, to insure a stabilized sound intensity production and correct
measurement, was required for accepting a phonetogram point. During actual
registration the subject, if necessary, was at first guided in matching the target
frequency, and after this the minimum and maximum intensity were registered.
The subjects were instructed to produce phonations at the physiologic
boundaries, without, of course, injuring the voice during maximum intensity.
The frequency range was sampled at four frequencies per octave, basically at
the tones c-e-g-a, e.g., C3-E3-G3-A3 (in this octave 131, 165, 196 and 220 Hz).
At the upper and lower ends of the range shorter frequency intervals were
chosen. The phonetograms were acquired in ten to twenty minutes. Not
surprisingly, testing untrained subjects generally required more time than
registering vocal capabilities in trained subjects.

Phonetogram analysis  
For reasons of comparison and establishing differences between phonatory

capacities a standardized approach was used. Phonetograms were analyzed
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Figure 1. Rescaling phonetograms and the effect on shape. On top a small phonetogram is stretched
and below loss of detail of the phonetogram can be observed.

using two different methods.

Rescaling method. The rescaling method has been described and used in
many published studies (6,7,16-18). It determines dynamic ranges at fixed
relative distances along a subject's (individually differing) frequency range.
Retrieving phonetogram points from individual datafiles, each frequency range
was rescaled to 100% with a specially developed computer program. At 10%
intervals the minimum and maximum intensity was calculated by interpolation,
yielding eleven values for both minimum and maximum sound pressure levels.
By averaging the SPL values at each interval for a number of subjects,
normative data on the dynamic ranges were established. However, though this
method supplies data on dynamic ranges, it lacks a consistent relation with the
absolute frequency scale and introduces a considerable distortion of the shape
of phonetograms. 

Figure 1 depicts this process of distortion by contrasting two phonetograms,
one with a small, and one with a with a large frequency range. After rescaling to
100% on a standard template the upper phonetogram is stretched, thereby
dramatically changing the shape. The lower phonetogram shows loss of detail
of the shape. Because of the loss of the absolute frequency-related information,
the originally measured datapoints cannot be read from such a rescaled
phonetogram. However, the advantage of this procedure is that phonetographic
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Hz for female subjects and 123 Hz for male subjects.
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data can be treated and compared numerically.
Conjoint frequency and intensity analysis of the phonetogram. The

authors have presented a new approach for the analysis of phonetograms,
concentrating on the phonetogram features shape, area and weighted dynamic
range and central position. The main difference between this new approach and
the rescaling method is that it derives variables without distortion of the shape.
What follows is a brief description of this new approach. For a detailed
description the reader is referred to Sulter et al. (9). 

The shape of a phonetogram is described with so-called Fourier Descriptors,
thus enabling quantification (19). In short, this complex procedure translates
directional angle of connecting lines between phonetogram points into
information that can be processed with a Fourier transformation. The
amplitudes of Fourier Descriptors with a low number represent the general
shape whereas the descriptors with higher number are related to small changes
in shape. Contour regularity also describes shape and is given as the quotient of
enclosed area and squared perimeter, producing a dimensionless value. The
slope of a phonetogram is determined by drawing a line with minimal distance
to all points through the phonetogram and calculating the angle between this
line and x-axis.

The enclosed area gives the quotient of the voice field area and the
rectangle with coordinates 40 and 110 dB, and 32.7 and 2096 Hz. This relative
area makes the value independent of plotting factors (20) and thereby allows
comparisons with results from other studies. The frequency range is derived by
subtracting the lowest phonated fundamental frequency (F ) from the highest0

frequency.
A weighted dynamic range (WDR) is determined in the modal register at

four frequencies  which are related to the mean speaking fundamental1

frequency. Because sound intensities around 75 dB are relatively more
important in normal speech than very soft and loud intensities, a logarithmic
weighting factor was used, giving greater weight to the intensities in
accordance to how close they are to 75 dB. Besides the WDR the central
position (CP) of this range is calculated.

Both these methods for analyzing phonetograms were implemented in a
computer program written in the ASYST language (ASYST, Macmillan
software company) and running in DOS environment. Resulting output
datafiles were processed with Quattro spreadsheet software (Borland
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International, Inc.), and SPSS statistical software (SPSS, Inc.).

Statistical analysis
To analyze differences between phonetograms, many comparisons and

related statistical tests were applied to those variables that resulted from
employing both the rescaling and conjoint methods. Because many tests are
performed the probability level " was set at 0.001 in order to minimize the
chance (type I error) of erroneously rejecting the null hypothesis, which posits
no difference among variables under investigation. This conservative
probability level was established with respect to the Bonferroni inequality. The
large number of subjects assured adequate power (probability of rejecting the
null hypothesis when it is false) of the tests. 

Two-way analysis of variance, with gender and vocal training as factors,
was used to establish compactly differences between groups. Only when a
significant interaction between gender and vocal training occurred for a
variable was a separate T-test performed on each factor level.

RESULTS

Results are presented below according the two methods of phonetogram
analysis. Comparisons were made between male and female, as well as between
untrained and trained subjects.

Rescaling method
After averaging a large number of phonetograms with the rescaling method

descriptive statistics can be derived for each frequency level and vocal
intensity. These averaged frequency levels will first be discussed for all
analyzed groups, and then the averaged minimum and maximum intensity
levels will be presented separately for female and male subjects. After averaged
phonetograms are presented, inferential statistics are used to establish
differences in phonetograms between groups.

Frequency levels. Table 1 gives averaged frequencies with standard
deviations at the 10% frequency levels for untrained and trained groups.
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Female Male

Frequency
level

Untrained
(n=92)

Trained
(n=42)

Untrained
(n=47)

Trained
(n=43)

0%   Mean (Hz)
SD (Hz)

157.3
21.42

128.4
17.62

86.1
14.01

74.0
13.49

10%  Mean (Hz)
SD (Hz)

192.6
23.44

161.7
20.51

107.1
16.08

92.0
15.86

20%  Mean (Hz)
SD (Hz)

235.9
26.24

203.5
24.74

133.3
18.90

114.5
19.45

30%  Mean (Hz)
SD (Hz)

289.3
30.59

256.6
31.29

166.0
23.01

142.7
24.91

40%  Mean (Hz)
SD (Hz)

354.7
37.85

323.5
41.36

206.9
29.17

178.0
33.14

50%  Mean (Hz)
SD (Hz)

435.2
49.48

408.3
56.73

258.1
38.37

222.5
45.16

60%  Mean (Hz)
SD (Hz)

534.5
67.18

515.5
78.90

322.0
51.74

278.2
62.30

70%  Mean (Hz)
SD (Hz)

656.9
93.06

651.5
110.85

401.9
70.99

348.3
86.30

80%  Mean (Hz)
SD (Hz)

807.8
129.59

824.0
155.84

502.4
98.40

436.6
119.86

90%  Mean (Hz)
SD (Hz)

993.8
180.32

1042.9
218.27

628.0
136.24

547.9
165.73

100
% 

Mean (Hz)
SD (Hz)

1223.7
249.44

1320.3
303.93

785.4
188.38

688.2
228.14

Table 1. Mean frequencies and standard deviations (SD) for consecutive
frequency levels of untrained and trained female and male groups.

An average frequency range from 157.3 Hz to 1223.7 Hz was measured in
untrained female subjects. The trained counterpart exhibited frequency values
ranging from 128.4 Hz to 1320.3 Hz. Thus the trained female subjects exceeded
their untrained counterparts at both ends of the frequency range. Trained male
subjects also exceeded their untrained counterparts at the 0% frequency level

with 74.0 Hz versus 86.1 Hz, respectively. However, at the 100% frequency
level the untrained male subjects showed a higher average frequency of 785.4,
as compared with a frequency of 688.2 Hz in the trained males.
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Maximum Minimum

Frequency
level

Untrained
(n=92)

Trained
(n=42)

Untrained
(n=92)

Trained
(n=42)

0%   mean (dB)
SD (dB)

63.1
10.49

55.9
10.11

53.9
6.86

49.6
8.61

10%  mean (dB)
SD (dB)

82.4
6.72

77.8
7.65

51.4
6.52

44.2
4.35

20%  mean (dB)
SD (dB)

90.0
5.23

87.9
4.95

53.4
6.60

46.0
4.51

30%  mean (dB)
SD (dB)

94.5
5.28

93.3
4.54

56.1
6.47

49.2
4.75

40%  mean (dB)
SD (dB)

97.4
5.61

96.1
4.47

58.4
6.30

52.8
4.64

50%  mean (dB)
SD (dB)

97.3
6.38

97.6
6.11

61.0
6.71

56.2
5.49

60%  mean (dB)
SD (dB)

97.5
5.73

99.5
5.26

65.2
7.40

60.8
5.27

70%  mean (dB)
SD (dB)

99.6
5.54

101.4
5.99

70.6
7.74

66.2
6.08

80%  mean (dB)
SD (dB)

102.0
6.02

102.9
7.06

76.8
8.60

71.7
7.24

90%  mean (dB)
SD (dB)

103.8
6.30

104.1
7.75

83.6
10.24

80.2
9.41

100
% 

mean (dB)
SD (dB)

102.7
8.73

99.9
9.76

97.7
11.47

94.5
11.95

Table 2. Maximum and minimum intensities in untrained and trained female
subjects. Mean intensity levels and standard deviations (SD) are given at 10%
frequency levels.

The standard deviation shows an absolute increase in hertz as the frequency
level rises. In semitones this amounts to about 2 semitones at the 0% frequency
levels and 3 semitones at the 100% frequency levels. Male subjects (especially

trained males) show the largest distribution in frequency values. Thus the male
trained group shows the largest differences among phonetograms with respect
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Maximum Minimum

Frequency
level

Untrained
(n=47)

Trained
(n=43)

Untrained
(n=47)

Trained
(n=43)

0%   mean (dB)
SD (dB)

59.2
10.15

59.8
6.93

52.0
7.69

52.4
6.92

10%  mean (dB)
SD (dB)

77.2
6.71

74.9
7.81

46.9
6.02

46.2
5.42

20%  mean (dB)
SD (dB)

85.7
4.76

83.9
6.38

46.6
5.74

45.7
4.43

30%  mean (dB)
SD (dB)

90.7
4.66

90.6
5.36

48.7
5.23

47.5
5.12

40%  mean (dB)
SD (dB)

94.8
5.03

95.1
4.37

52.0
5.68

50.1
4.99

50%  mean (dB)
SD (dB)

97.9
5.35

98.6
4.44

56.9
6.21

54.3
4.77

60%  mean (dB)
SD (dB)

100.3
5.57

100.6
4.84

61.5
7.23

58.3
5.67

70%  mean (dB)
SD (dB)

98.0
5.92

101.2
4.91

65.3
8.05

62.9
6.27

80%  mean (dB)
SD (dB)

97.3
7.31

100.7
6.47

71.2
8.72

68.6
8.06

90%  mean (dB)
SD (dB)

99.7
8.07

100.7
8.54

77.9
9.23

75.3
11.70

100
% 

mean (dB)
SD (dB)

96.4
11.19

99.2
10.8

92.0
12.22

90.6
14.46

Table 3. Maximum and minimum intensities in untrained and trained male
subjects. Mean intensity levels and standard deviations (SD) are given at 10%
frequency levels.

to both frequency range and frequency position.

Sound intensity levels. Female subjects. Table 2 gives the averaged
maximum and minimum phonation intensities with standard deviations at the
10% frequency levels, together with the standard deviation for the female
groups of untrained and trained subjects. With the averaged frequencies of
Table 1, Figure 2 was constructed, visualizing the averaged phonetograms for
untrained and trained female subjects.

The standard deviations for frequencies and intensities are represented as
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Figure 2. Averaging frequency and intensity data mean
phonetograms are plotted for a group of  92 untrained
(above) and  42 trained female subjects (below). The
whiskers indicate 1 standard deviation.

whiskers in both plots. The
whiskers show, especially at
higher frequencies, a large
overlap, due to the large
standard deviations for these
frequency values. Apart from
the values near the extremes,
the standard deviations of
intensities are generally less
than 7 dB. 

With increasing frequency a
rising intensity level is present
for the soft phonation contour
in both the untrained and
trained female phonetogram.
The averaged phonetogram of
the trained female group shows,
generally, better possibilities
for producing soft intensities,
compared to the untrained
counterpart. 

A distinct difference in the
loud phonation contour
between the averaged
phonetograms is a relative
minimum in an otherwise
continuously rising loud
phonation contour, present at

the 50-60% frequency levels (about 400-500 Hz) of the averaged untrained
phonetogram, whereas this is virtually absent in the trained phonetogram. It
marks the transition from modal to falsetto register, which therefore seems to
occur in a more smoothly way in the trained female group.

Male subjects. Table 3 gives the averaged maximum and minimum
phonation intensities at the frequency levels, together with the standard
deviation, for the male groups of untrained and trained subjects. With averaged
frequency values of Table 1, plots of averaged phonetograms for untrained and
trained male subjects were made (see Figure 3).

The averaged phonetograms of untrained and trained males show a high
degree of similarity; however, there are important differences. Trained males
have greater voice capacities in the lower frequency region, while the
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Figure 3. Averaging frequency and intensity data mean
phonetograms are plotted for a group of  47 untrained
(above) and 43 trained male subjects (below). The whiskers
indicate 1 standard deviation.

phonations in falsetto (those above about ca. 70% frequency level) are limited,
particularly with respect to frequency range. Another important point of
difference is in the transition from modal to falsetto voice: while the untrained
male phonetogram shows an evident depression at the 70-80% frequency level
(about 400-500 Hz), the smooth contour of loud intensities is maintained in the
trained counterpart.

Differences between phonetograms. Table 4 gives the results of the
ANOVA procedure applied to the consecutive frequency levels. No significant
interaction is present between the factors gender and training. Not surprisingly,
the effect of the factor gender on frequency is significant at all frequency
levels. The factor vocal training shows a significant effect only at those
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Gender Vocal training Gender x
training

F p F p F p

FR0 672.16 <0.001* 73.60 <0.001* 10.97 0.001
FR10 803.68 <0.001* 72.63 <0.001* 7.79 0.006
FR20 905.16 <0.001* 65.73 <0.001* 4.31 0.039
FR30 935.42 <0.001* 52.45 <0.001* 1.40 0.238
FR40 869.07 <0.001* 35.98 <0.001* 0.05 0.825
FR50 739.99 <0.001* 20.99 <0.001* 0.41 0.523
FR60 599.35 <0.001* 10.59 0.001 1.78 0.183
FR70 472.79 <0.001* 4.30 0.039 3.53 0.062
FR80 369.69 <0.001* 1.23 0.270 5.23 0.023
FR90 291.20 <0.001* 0.09 0.763 6.70 0.010

Table 4. Analysis of variance summary table for frequency levels.
Note. df = 1, 222 for gender, vocal training, and gender x training. The figure
behind FR indicates the frequency level, e.g., FR80 means the frequency level
80%. p < 0.001*

frequency levels from 0% to 60%. In this range trained subjects at similar
frequency levels phonate at significantly lower frequencies compared to
untrained subjects.

Differences in intensities between groups were also compared. Table 5 gives
the results of the ANOVAs that were performed on the minimum intensity
values. A significant interaction was found between the factors gender and
training at the frequency levels 10 and 20%. Separate T-tests were performed at
these levels. A significant effect of the factor gender was found at the
frequency levels 30, 40 and 50%, as well as 70, 80 and 90%. At all these levels
male subjects are able to phonate more softly than female subjects. 
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Gender Vocal training Gender x training

F p F p F p

DYNL0 0.00 0.988  4.78 0.030  5.32 0.022
DYNL10 5.50 0.020 28.26 <0.001* 15.41 <0.001*

DYNL20  27.64 <0.001* 33.29 <0.001* 16.69 <0.001*

DYNL30  41.66 <0.001* 31.02 <0.001* 12.17 0.001
DYNL40  38.51 <0.001* 25.22 <0.001* 5.20 0.023
DYNL50  14.48 <0.001* 20.78 <0.001* 1.74 0.189
DYNL60  11.92 0.001 16.93 <0.001* 0.34 0.558
DYNL70  20.07 <0.001* 12.39 0.001 0.99 0.322
DYNL80  16.13 <0.001* 11.89 0.001 1.17 0.281
DYNL90  14.55 <0.001* 4.65 0.032 0.08 0.777

Table 5. Analysis of variance summary table for the soft phonation contour at
the successive frequency levels.
Note. df = 1, 222 for gender, vocal training, and gender x training. The figure
behind DYNL indicates the frequency level, e.g., DYNL80 means the lowest
phonation intensity at frequency level 80%. p < 0.001*

The factor vocal training showed a significant effect at the frequency levels
30, 40, 50 and 60%. Trained subjects are able to phonate more softly at these
frequency levels. 

T-tests performed within the untrained subgroup showed a significant
difference between male and female subjects at the 10 and 20% frequency level
(t = 3.97, df = 137, p < 0.001, and t = 5.99, df = 137, p < 0.001, respectively).
Male subjects were able to phonate with softer intensities at these frequency
levels. Within the trained subgroup no significant differences were found at
these frequency levels (t = -1.82, df = 83, p = 0.072, and t = 0.25, df = 83, p =
0.800, respectively). Within the female subgroup significant differences were
found between untrained and trained subjects at the 10 and 20% frequency
level (t = 6.50, df = 132, p < 0.001, and t = 6.64, df = 132, p < 0.001,
respectively), with trained subjects able to phonate at softer intensities. T-tests
performed within the male subgroup showed no significant differences (t =
0.59, df = 88, p = 0.560, and t = 0.83, df = 88, p = 0.407, respectively).
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Gender Vocal training Gender x training

F p F p F p

DYNH0 0.29 0.591  7.89 0.005  8.14 0.005
DYNH10 18.84 <0.001* 12.91 <0.001*  1.42 0.235
DYNH20  32.78 <0.001*  6.81 0.010  0.03 0.874
DYNH30  23.38 <0.001*  1.17 0.280  0.55 0.461
DYNH40   7.54 0.007  0.82 0.368 1.35 0.247
DYNH50   0.94 0.333  0.38 0.538 0.07 0.787
DYNH60  8.08 0.005  2.68 0.103 1.32 0.252
DYNH70   1.70 0.194  9.05 0.003 0.80 0.371
DYNH80  16.27 <0.001*  4.48 0.036 1.89 0.171
DYNH90  13.52 <0.001* 0.35 0.557 0.12 0.726
DYNH10
0

  8.60 0.004 0.06 0.800 4.13 0.043

Table 6. Analysis of variance summary table for the loud phonation contour at
the successive frequency levels.
Note. df = 1, 222 for gender, vocal training, and gender x training. The figure
behind DYNH indicates the frequency level, e.g., DYNH80 means the highest
phonation intensity at frequency level 80%. p < 0.001*

Table 6 gives the results of the ANOVAs performed on the values of the loud
intensities. No significant interaction between the factors gender and training
was found. The factor gender showed a significant effect at the frequency
levels 10, 20 and 30%, and 80 and 90%. At all these levels female subjects are
able to phonate louder than male subjects. The factor vocal training showed an
effect only at the frequency level 10%. At this level untrained subjects are able
to phonate louder than trained subjects.

Conjoint frequency and intensity analysis
Applying the conjoint analysis method to phonetograms, the results

obtained for female and male subjects are given in Table 7 and 8, respectively.
Statistical analysis of differences in features was performed using Analysis of
Variance (ANOVA) with factors gender and vocal training. T-tests were carried
out at separate factor levels whenever significant interaction between the
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untrained (n=92) trained (n=42)

Parameter mean SD mean SD

Shape
 FD1 0.11 0.064 0.12 0.078

 FD  2 0.61 0.101 0.61 0.097

 FD3 0.21 0.093 0.16 0.089

 FD4 0.31 0.134 0.28 0.110

 FD5 0.17 0.102 0.17 0.094

 FD6 0.20 0.093 0.20 0.081

 FD7 0.17 0.096 0.15 0.082

 FD8 0.16 0.091 0.15 0.085

 FD9 0.15 0.091 0.15 0.084

 FD10 0.15 0.062 0.15 0.078

 FD11 0.11 0.057 0.12 0.066

 FD12 0.12 0.064 0.12 0.080

 Contour Regularity 0.20 0.033 0.21 0.027

 Slope (dB/st)
       (dB/oct)

0.97
11.6

0.182
2.19

0.99
11.9

0.164
1.97

Area
 Enclosed area 0.21 0.049 0.28 0.058

 Freq range (# oct) 2.93 0.385 3.32 0.399

Dyn. ranges and
Central Position
 WDRmff-3 st 4.30 1.896 5.36 0.943

 WDRmff 5.31 1.146 6.02 0.365

 WDRmff+1/2 oct 5.76 0.579 6.09 0.432

 WDRmff+1 oct 5.40 0.975 5.89 0.489

 CPmff-3st -0.98 0.895 -0.70 0.504

 CPmff -0.33 0.606 -0.30 0.187

 CPmff+1/2 oct 0.08 0.382 -0.04 0.158

 CPmff+1 oct 0.33 0.533 0.12 0.223

Table 7. Analyzed characteristics of untrained and trained female
phonetograms. Mean values and standard deviations (SD) are given.
FD = Fourier Descriptor, WDR = Weighted Dynamic Range, CP =
Central Position, mff = mean speaking fundamental frequency, st =
semitones.
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untrained (n=47) trained (n=43)

Parameter mean SD mean SD

Shape
 FD1 0.14 0.089 0.12 0.099

 FD  2 0.57 0.089 0.54 0.090

 FD3 0.23 0.119 0.19 0.118

 FD4 0.25 0.107 0.24 0.128

 FD5 0.20 0.129 0.17 0.100

 FD6 0.24 0.101 0.21 0.114

 FD7 0.16 0.081 0.18 0.091

 FD8 0.18 0.094 0.15 0.092

 FD9 0.14 0.075 0.16 0.084

 FD10 0.16 0.098 0.14 0.071

 FD11 0.13 0.071 0.14 0.081

 FD12 0.12 0.075 0.14 0.067

 Contour Regularity 0.21 0.034 0.22 0.032

 Slope (dB/st)
       (dB/oct)

0.91
10.9

0.208
2.49

0.94
11.3

0.191
2.30

Area
 Enclosed area 0.25 0.052 0.27 0.067

 Freq range (# oct) 3.19 0.315 3.16 0.494

Dyn. ranges and
central position
 WDRmff-3 st 3.37 1.843 4.59 1.504

 WDRmff 5.18 1.104 5.70 0.598

 WDRmff+1/2 oct 6.01 0.408 6.21 0.247

 WDRmff+1 oct 5.99 0.396 6.08 0.376

 CPmff-3st -1.61 0.914 -1.06 0.734

 CPmff -0.74 0.543 -0.49 0.284

 CPmff+1/2 oct -0.19 0.209 -0.10 0.121

 CPmff+1 oct 0.10 0.193 0.18 0.174

Table 8. Analyzed characteristics of untrained and trained male
phonetograms. Mean values and standard deviations (SD) are given. FD
= Fourier Descriptor, WDR = Weighted Dynamic Range, CP = Central
Position, mff = mean speaking fundamental frequency, st = semitones.
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  factors was found.

Shape. In all subgroups the amplitude of the Fourier Descriptors shows a
pattern of alternating low and high values, with the high values diminishing
and levelling off (see Tables 7 and 8). Using ANOVA inferential statistics the
second Fourier Descriptor (FD ) showed a significant difference between2

phonetograms of male and female subjects (see Table 9). The other descriptors
are not significantly affected by these factors, however, with a probability level
of 0.002, the third descriptor (FD ) indicates a possible notable difference in3

averaged shape between untrained and trained subjects.
All values for contour regularity fall close together. The averaged contour

regularity for male subjects is slightly higher with values of 0.21 for untrained
and 0.22 for trained subjects. Female subjects exhibit values of respectively
0.20 and 0.21 for untrained and trained subjects. No significant effects of
factors are found at a probability level p<0.001.

The slope of a line through the phonetogram with minimal distance to all
phonetogram points is expressed both in decibels per semitone and decibels per
octave in Tables 7 and 8. Generally, an increment of about one decibel per
semitone is apparent in all subgroups. The average female slope values are
slightly higher than the male, and trained subjects show higher values than
untrained. However, none of these differences are significant.

Area. There is a large difference in averaged enclosed area between
untrained and trained female groups. In the trained group almost three-tenths
(0.28) of the reference area is covered by the phonetogram, compared with two-
tenths (0.21) in the untrained female group (see Table 7). This difference is
much smaller in male subjects, with values of 0.25 and 0.27 for untrained and
trained, respectively (see Table 8). With ANOVA a significant effect of the
factor vocal training could be established, trained subjects having a larger
enclosed area (see Table 9).

In agreement with the frequency levels determined according to the
rescaling method, the averaged frequency range in female subjects differs
between untrained subjects (2.93 octaves) and trained subjects (3.32 octaves).
The male subjects showed little difference, with an average frequency range of
3.19 for untrained and 3.16 for trained subjects. 

ANOVA showed a significant interaction between the factors gender and
vocal training, and therefore T-tests were performed at the separate factor
levels. Within the female subgroup trained subjects showed a significantly
larger frequency range compared with untrained subjects (t = 5.46, df = 133, p
< 0.001). This difference could not be established in the male subgroup (t = -
0.31, df = 87, p = 0.761). Within the untrained subgroup a significant difference
in frequency range was observed between male and female subjects, with male
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subjects showing a larger frequency range (t = 3.91, df = 137, p < 0.001). In the
trained subgroup no significant difference was present between male and
female subjects (t = 1.70, df = 83, p = 0.093).

WDR and CP. The WDR, which is determined by adding the natural
logarithms of the minimal and maximal intensity "distance" (in decibels) from
the reference intensity of 75 dB, results in values for the intensity range in the
speech area from about 4 to 6. From the results of the subgroups at the sampled
frequency levels (Tables 7 and 8), the WDR is found to be maximal at the mean 
speaking F  plus half an octave (WDR ), and the trained groups have 0 mff+1/2oct

larger ranges
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Gender Vocal training Gender x training

F p F p F p

Shape
 FD1 1.42 0.235

 
0.01 0.923  1.36 0.245

 FD2 16.24 <0.001*  1.00 0.318  1.83 0.178
 FD3   3.14 0.078  9.68 0.002  0.01 0.932
 FD4  10.70 0.001  2.19 0.141  0.58 0.447
 FD5   1.11 0.292  1.02 0.314 0.44 0.507
 FD6   4.19 0.042  0.99 0.321 1.15 0.285
 FD7  0.14 0.707  0.14 0.712 4.41 0.037
 FD8   0.70 0.403  1.83 0.178 0.39 0.535
 FD9   0.46 0.501  0.33 0.565 1.40 0.238
 FD10   0.12 0.725 0.53 0.467 2.65 0.105
 FD11 6.09 0.014 0.91 0.341 0.11 0.739
 FD12 0.42 0.520 0.44 0.508 0.62 0.432
 Contour Regularity 4.16 0.043 4.35 0.038 0.16 0.686
 Slope 3.50 0.063 0.72 0.397 0.00 0.968
Area
 Enclosed area 8.05 0.005 35.29 <0.001* 11.55 0.001
 Frequency range
   (# octaves)

2.30 0.131 14.47 <0.001* 14.09 <0.001*

"Speaking Range"     
Dynamics
 WDRmff-3 st 13.95 <0.001* 23.57 <0.001* 0.10 0.748
 WDRmff 2.51 0.114 22.89 <0.001* 0.52 0.472
 WDRmff+1/2 oct 9.53 0.002 17.94 <0.001* 1.03 0.311
 WDRmff+1 oct 18.46 <0.001* 10.50 0.001 4.17 0.042
 CPmff-3 st 16.50 <0.001* 0.42 0.519 2.73 0.100
 CPmff 44.04 <0.001* 0.38 0.541 4.59 0.033
 CPmff+1/2 oct 22.76 <0.001* 0.53 0.467 7.86 0.006
 CPmff+1 oct   3.67 0.057 2.00 0.159 8.06 0.005

Table 9. Analysis of variance summary table for the variables of the conjoint method.
Note. df = 1, 222 for gender, vocal training, and gender x training. 
FD = Fourier Descriptor; WDR = Weighted Dynamic Range; mff = mean fundamental
speaking frequency; st = semitones; oct = octave; CP = Central Position. p < 0.001.*

.

The calculated CPs of the WDRs show both negative and positive values,
implying that the centre of the intensity range is below or above the reference
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Variable Significanc
e

R

Enclosed area 0.0001 0.27

WDRmff+1/2 oct 0.0001 -0.28

WDRmff 0.0002 0.26

Table 10. Logistic regression applied to
the factor training in female subjects. Most
significant variables are listed with
significance level and correlation
coefficient. The model is evaluated with a
goodness of fit and percentage of correctly
classified subjects. Goodness of Fit 0.8261
Correctly classified 83.7% (+14.8%)

intensity of 75 dB, respectively. The transition (with increasing frequency
within the phonetogram) from a negative to a positive value occurs close to the
sampled frequency mff+1/2 oct (see Tables 7 and 8).

ANOVA showed no significant interaction between the factors gender and
vocal training with respect to the variables WDR and CP. The factor gender
showed a significant effect on the WDRs at the mean speaking F  minus 30

semitones (WDR ) and at the mean speaking F  plus an octave (WDR ).mff-3st 0 mff+1oct

The female subjects have a larger range at the former sampled frequency,
whereas the male subjects have a larger range at the latter frequency. Vocal
training has a significant effect on the ranges at the first three sampled
frequencies (WDR , WDR , WDR ). Trained subjects have largermff-3st mff mff+1/2oct

ranges at all these sampled frequencies.
The factor gender has a significant effect on the CP of the dynamic range at

the first three sampled frequencies (CP , CP , CP ). Male subjectsmff-3st mff mff+1/2oct

have their CP of the dynamic ranges at a lower intensity value than female
subjects at these sampled frequencies. No significant effect of the factor vocal
training was found.

Comparison of phonetograms of untrained and trained subjects
Logistic regression was used to determine which variables best distinguish

between untrained and trained phonetograms (21). With forward selection of
most significant variables in an empirical model, logistic regression was
applied to variables of phonetograms of both genders. Table 10 and 11 give a
summary of significant variables that, in descending order, best distinguish
between untrained and trained, for female and male subjects, respectively.

The variable that best distinguishes
between untrained and trained
phonetograms of female subjects turned
out to be the enclosed area, followed in
order by the Weighted Dynamic Ranges at
the mean speaking fundamental frequency
+ 1/2 octave (WDR ) and at the mffmff+1/2oct

(WDR ), respectively. A fourth significantmff

variable is the Central Position of the
WDR at mff + 1/2 octave (CP ). Themff+1/2oct

level of significance and correlation
coefficient are given in Table 10. The
percentage of correctly classified subjects
with introduction of all four significant
variables is 83.7%, which adds 14.8% to
the coincidentally correctly classified
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Variable Significance R

WDRmff-3 st 0.0387  0.14

FD2 0.0069 -0.21

CPmff+1 oct 0.0010  0.27

WDRmff+1/2 oct 0.0367 0.14

FD7 0.0524 0.12

Table 11. Logistic regression applied to the
factor training in male subjects.
Goodness of Fit  .6284
Correctly classified 75.3% (+23.6%)

percentage. The goodness of fit, a
measure for the overall explanatory
power of the procedure, is 0.83 of a
maximum value of 1.0 . 

In male subjects the lowest WDR
(WDR ) is the variable that is firstmff-3st

selected in distinguishing between
untrained and trained, followed by the
second Fourier Descriptor (FD ), the2

Central Position of the WDR at mff + 1
oct(CP ), the WDR at mff + 1/2 octmff+1oct

(WDR )and finally the seventhmff+1/2oct

Fourier Descriptor (FD ). Table 11 is7

also completed with significance and correlation coefficient values of each
variable present in the empirical model. The value of 0.63 for the goodness of
fit is slightly lower than the female value, but a large percentage of correctly
classified subjects can be found (75.3%, which adds 23.6%).

DISCUSSION

Rescaling method
Analysis of phonetograms with the rescaling method offers results that can

be compared with data of previous studies. 
Schultz-Coulon (16) acquired phonetograms of 21 female and 25 male

students without vocal training, and presented summarizing statistics of these
phonetograms as "Normstimmfeld" (norm phonetogram) for the two groups.
When these "Normstimmfelde" are compared to the untrained phonetograms of
Figures 2 and 3, similarities as well as a few differences are apparent. The
lowest phonatory frequency is comparable in male phonetograms, 87.3 and
86.1 Hz in the Schultz-Coulon and the present study, respectively. In the
female "Normstimmfeld" this frequency level is 10 Hz lower (147 versus 157.3
Hz, ca. 1 semitone). The local minimum in the loud phonation contour, found in
the averaged untrained female and male phonetogram, is not present in the
"Normstimmfelde". The minimum intensities in the present study are a few
decibels lower (about 1 dB for the averaged female phonetogram and about 3
dB for the averaged male phonetogram). The exact differences cannot be
presented, as the Schultz-Coulon study does not give a numerical
representation of the mean values. The small difference in minimum intensities
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might be explained by the use of a dB(A) weighting network in the present
study (7). Mean maximal dynamic ranges in the present study for untrained
subjects are 39.1 and 42.8 dB for female and male phonetograms, respectively,
both at the 40% frequency level. These ranges are 5.5 and 3.7 dB smaller than
the ranges given by Schultz-Coulon.

Awan (17) gives tabulated results of the mean extreme intensities of
phonetograms. However, in the Awan study gender is not separately treated
while discussing mean phonetograms, which limits the possibilities for
comparing results. Another difference with the present study is the requirement
of "quality" phonations in registering a phonetogram. Therefore it is not
surprising that the untrained subjects in the present study produced louder
phonations (about 15 dB), and, as phonations with audible breathiness were
accepted, the minimum phonations are softer in the modal register. Differences
between the studies are much smaller when comparing the maximum (loud)
phonations for trained subjects: the present study gives phonations that are
only a few decibels lower at the lower frequency levels and a few decibels
higher at the centre frequencies. However, the minimum (soft) intensities are
much softer (ca. 20 dB), a difference that can probably be attributed to the use
of "quality" phonations in the Awan study. The fact that specific differences in
mean intensity levels between male and female subjects have been ascertained
is an indication that male and female results might preferably be discussed
separately in future studies.

Åkerlund (18) compared phonetograms of female singers and non-singers
with the rescaling method. Results showed that singers had the ability to
phonate at slightly lower intensities almost over the entire frequency range.
This corresponds with the finding in the present study. However, the absolute
minimum intensities are higher in the Åkerlund study and the slope of the soft
phonation contour is less steep. Both differences can partially be explained by
the use of the dB(A) weighting network. The non-singers in the Åkerlund study
demonstrate limited loud phonation capacities, where the singers' superior
abilities to produce sound in the falsetto register are reflected in the intensity
levels at higher frequencies. In the present study a smaller difference between
the two groups was observed in this frequency range, and absolute intensities
measured fall between the singers and non-singers of the Åkerlund study. The
higher intensities of Åkerlund's singers might be related to their superior
training, which took place in a musical conservatory over at least four years.

Though not significant with the rescaling method, the louder sound
intensities in male singers (compare Figure 3 above and below) could well be
related to a laryngeal disposition enabling flow phonation in these persons
(22). Also, a better control of tuning the spatial dimensions of the vocal tract
enhances the resonance effect, thereby increasing the sound intensity (23).
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Conjoint analysis
Shape. Fourier Descriptors. Fourier Descriptors (FDs) offer the possibility

to give a numerical representation of a shape (19). Having quantified the
complex appearance of a phonetogram, this information can be used to
compare with other analyzed phonetograms or to refer to the general shape of a
'normal' phonetogram. Deviations from mean FD values, which imply
departures from normal shape, can also be quantified.

To ensure a meaningful use of the analytic power of FDs, attention must be
paid to phonetographical procedures. As the shape is influenced by the number
of samples along the individual frequency range, we recommend the use of a
specific number of samples per octave. In this study a sampling frequency of
four samples per octave was used.

On the one hand, a certain minimum of FDs are needed to give an acceptable
representation of a phonetogram; on the other hand, measuring error in
intensity, causing only small changes in the shape of a phonetogram, is mainly
reflected in the higher order FDs. With these considerations in mind we settled
on the 12 FDs.

According to the values of the FDs the differences in general shape between
untrained and trained are small: only the third FD (FD ) has a low probability3

level 
(p = 0.002). These overall minor differences in FD values are consistent with
the gross equality in shape of the averaged phonetograms. The most notable
exception is the local minimum in the loud phonation contour at the frequency
level where the transition from modal to falsetto register occurs. The gradual
transition from modal to falsetto register can probably be attributed to a better
control over laryngeal musculature in the trained group (24).

Contour regularity. The larger contour regularity in the trained group
indicates a relatively shorter perimeter of the phonetogram with respect to the
enclosed area. This means either that there is less irregularity in the perimeter
of the phonetogram, or the phonetogram has a more circular shape (since a
circle produces the maximal value for contour regularity). The absence of the
local minimum in the loud phonation contour of the trained phonetogram
reduces the perimeter, thereby increasing the value of the contour regularity. A
second consideration regarding contour regularity is that an untrained voice
might experience greater difficulties in producing phonations at the
physiologic boundaries, causing an irregular aspect of the perimeter. These two
observations give an explanation for the larger contour regularity in the trained
voice.

Slope . In a number of articles an indication is given about the slope of
phonetograms. However, comparing slopes among studies is difficult, because
of the different ways of defining this variable.
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Treating registers independently, Klingholz (25) analyzed slopes of
phonetograms of untrained and trained subjects. Values varied between 3.0 and
2.1 dB/st for untrained and trained female subjects, respectively, in chest
register and 4.0 and 3.3 dB/st for the male counterpart. The slope of the falsetto
register, however, shows a different aspect. These values vary between 0.5
dB/st for both female groups and 0.6 and 0.4 for the untrained and trained male
phonetograms, respectively. The values for slopes in this study with 0.97 and
0.99 dB/st for untrained and trained female subjects, respectively, and 0.91 and
0.94 dB/st for untrained and trained male subjects, respectively, fall in between
the values presented from the Klingholz study and therefore are not necessarily
in contradiction.

Awan (17) gives a separate slope for maximum and minimum intensity after
rescaling phonetograms. Transposing the given slope, based on an x-axis with
10% frequency levels, to a slope with dB/st units for the maximum SPL this
yields values of 0.36 and 0.67 for untrained and trained subjects, and for the
minimum SPL values of 0.51 and 0.78 are calculated. These values differ from
the mean slopes found in this study. An explanation can perhaps be found in
the exclusive acceptance of "quality" vowels in the Awan study, as well as the
use of a dB(A) weighting scale in the present study.

The theoretically derived slope of 8-9 dB/octave in the study of Titze (8) for
the soft phonation contour is close to the values found in this study. In another
study with empirical data in a physiologic model, Titze (26) arrives at the same
rise in intensity of 8-9 dB/octave. This slope was determined assuming that the
lung pressure remained proportional to the phonation threshold pressure (see
also Titze 22).

Finally, results of a study by Sundberg et al.(27) showed that if, over an
octave, the excess subglottal pressure over threshold pressure is doubled, the
resulting intensity slope is 8-9 dB/octave.

Area. Enclosed area. The trained groups have larger enclosed areas. Of all
groups, the female trained subjects have the largest value, which means that
their combined capacities in the frequency and dynamic range are unsurpassed.
The experience of trained sopranos in using the falsetto register makes a major
contribution to this overall superiority.

Frequency range. Almost all articles on vocal capacities report a mean
frequency range for a group of subjects. Awan (17) gives a summary of these F 0

range studies: values for frequency range run from 2.60 (25) to 3.16 octaves
(28), and from 2.73 (29) to 3.12 (6) for untrained male and female subjects,
respectively. Klingholz (25), however, reports a much lower frequency range of
2.38 octaves for a group of untrained female subjects, and Awan (17), using a
"musical" F  range, gives a range of 2.29 octaves for a combined group of0

female and male subjects.
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In the present study ranges of 3.19 and 2.93 octaves were found for groups
of untrained male and female subjects, respectively. The male range is thus
slightly above ranges previously reported.

Limited information is available on the frequency ranges of subjects with
vocal training. A number of studies present a range of about 2.9 octaves for
trained male subjects (17,25,30) and about 3.0 octaves for female subjects
(17,25), whereas in this study values of 3.16 and 3.32 octaves are found. Thus
both ranges are a few semitones higher than the previously reported values.
Though non-significant, the less extensive frequency range in trained male
subjects might be attributed to two factors. The first of these is that, while a
number of basses and baritones have superior control in the low frequency
range, their capacities are limited at high frequencies. The second factor, for
which we offer no explanation, was that a number of trained male subjects were
not able to produce phonations in falsetto register.

WDR and CP. WDR. The highly significant differences in WDRs are
evidence of the superior capacities of trained subjects in varying sound
intensity. In trained male subjects these large dynamic ranges in the low
frequency region are often required for an optimal singing performance as a
bass, baritone or tenor. Female trained subjects also seem to benefit from the
experience of varied exploitation of the voice source, which results in an
enhanced control of the intensity output.

CP. The CP at a lower intensity level indicates that the main part of the
extended dynamic ranges characteristic of trained subjects is located in the soft
speaking voice area. Female trained subjects, who also have a relatively
extended soft speaking voice area at the lowest sampled frequency, show in
addition an extended loud speaking voice area at the highest sampled
frequencies. Subjects with limited control over the voice source show inferior
phonation capacities in this frequency region.

Differences between untrained and trained. For both genders logistic
regression is the analytic procedure that reveals the most significant
differences between untrained and trained phonetograms.

In female subjects the enclosed area, comprising capacities in frequency
range as well as dynamic ranges, is the main difference between the two
groups. The other significant variables, mainly consisting of WDRs at
frequency levels in the centre of the modal register, reveal less striking
differences.

In male subjects the large dynamic capacities of the trained group at low
frequency levels is apparent. In this frequency region the group of basses and
baritones demonstrate their superior control. Also some shape features,
expressed in Fourier Descriptors, are significantly different. Topics for further
investigation might include these questions: which aspects of shape are
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represented by these Fourier Descriptors, and how might other subsets of
subjects, for instance specific groups of patients, show a characteristic
departure from the normal pattern of FD values?

CONCLUSIONS

Results of this study indicate differences between male and female, as well
as between untrained and trained phonetograms. These differences can be
attributed to greater natural capacities in trained subjects or a superior learned
control over the voice mechanism. The anatomical constitution of the larynx
provides varying vocal capacities among persons. In exploring the physiologic
boundaries of these capacities, the ability to control the voice source is directly
related to the measured dynamic and frequency ranges. The singing experience
is associated with improved neuromyogenic control over the voice source.

Male subjects were able to phonate more softly than female subjects,
whereas female subjects could phonate louder at distinct low and high relative
frequency ranges (10-30% and 80-90%). The dB(A) filter could explain these
differences in intensity production for the lowest frequencies, but not at the
frequency levels above 40%. A difference in shape of the averaged male and
female phonetogram was detected by a characteristic difference in one of the
Fourier Descriptors, indicating the potential analytic power of the shape-
quantifying procedure.

Singers, especially the male group, demonstrate their ability to produce
vocal sound at low frequencies, resulting in a phonetogram with larger dynamic
capacities at these frequencies. Both female and male singers have larger
dynamic ranges, especially in soft voice. The enhanced possibilities with the
soft voice suggest a better breath control during voicing and the ability to
oscillate vocal folds at lower subglottal pressures. At the ends of the frequency
range untrained subjects produced louder intensities. However, these
differences are a result of the rescaling procedure, which makes comparisons at
relative frequency levels. Had the comparisons been made at absolute
frequencies, the untrained subjects would have shown no such louder
intensities.

Another common feature of trained phonetograms is the relative absence of
a local minimum at the frequency range where the register transition takes
place. This study, with a large number of subjects, confirms the preliminary
conclusions of other studies.

In this investigation we looked at differences between untrained and trained
groups, however, the data of the untrained group might also be used in a similar
way to detect specific differences in phonetograms pertaining to particular
pathologies or as a reference database for comparing individual phonetograms.
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One should be careful not to attribute the superior phonetograms of the
"trained" group simply to the effects of training. In the first place, what
distinguished this group was not training as such, but, in most cases,
participation in choral singing. In the second place, better capabilities of the
voice source may have led these people to singing, rather than resulting from
the singing activity. The results of this study, however, suggest a comparable
constitution of the voice source in trained and untrained subjects, while the
extended phonatory capabilities in trained subjects are probably based on an
improved voluntary control over the voicing mechanisms. A forthcoming
article about a study on vocal physiology in the same specified groups, as well
as a prospective study analyzing the effect of vocal training, will address these
hypotheses.
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